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ABSTRACT

An experiment to compare the acceptability of three different music fragments rendered with three different
intonations is presented. These preference results were contrasted with those of isolated chords also rendered
with the same three intonations. The least rough renditions were found to be those using Twelve-Tone Equal-
Temperament (12-tet). Just Intonation (ji) renditions were measured as the roughest and least preferred.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The auditory attribute known as ‘roughness’ is associated
with fast amplitude modulations. It grows rapidly in the
transition between the perception of a single tone and the
perception of two tones with different frequencies (Fastl
and Zwicker 2007). Qualitatively, roughness has been
related to musical dissonance (von Helmholtz 1954).

According to Terhardt (1976), roughness constitutes one
of the most important psychoacoustic factors harming
sensory consonance (a compound of auditory attributes
including loudness, roughness, and sharpness—See Fastl

and Zwicker (2007) for a detailed description). In Ter-
hardt’s study, sensory consonance and harmony (deter-
mined primarily by affinity of tones, tone compatibility,
and root relationship) are related to the perception of
musical consonance. For Terhardt, harmony dominates
the acceptability of successive presentation of tones,
whereas sensory consonance dominates the acceptabil-
ity of their simultaneous rendition. Note that in music,
melody is associated with the successive presentation of
tones, and harmony with their simultaneous rendering,
but in Terhardt’s discourse (2008), harmony “basically
addresses the goals and methods of the conventionalthe-
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ory of harmony, i.e., to understand the organization and
auditory effects of musical sounds, and to provide meth-
ods for organizing musical sounds such that they are ap-
preciated by the ear” (italics added).

Extending Terhardt’s work, von Aures (1985b) proposed
an expression to predict the relative pleasantness of a
sound directly from its roughnessR, sharpnessS, tonal-
nessT, and loudnessN values:

P= e−0.55R e−0.1113S (1.24−e−2.2T) e(−0.023N)2. (1)

Theories such as the one put forward by Terhardt are
based mainly upon sensory factors. Affective and cog-
nitive factors are not considered with the same empha-
sis, and it is not clear how well these theories can be ap-
plied to analysis of musical information (Shepard 2001,
p. 153). Being aware of such limitations, it is still in-
teresting to review how psychoacoustic theories have al-
lowed some insights into music perception.

Musical consonance seems to be correlated with sensory
pleasantness, and (presumably) pleasantness is a good
predictor of preference (Blood and Zatorre 2001). In this
research, we investigate the relationship between prefer-
ence choices in music and psychoacoustic roughness.

It is appropriate to differentiate between intrinsic and ex-
trinsic roughness: the former is inherent in the acous-
tics of a sound source and contributes to its natural-
ness; the latter is caused by the combination of sounds
produced by different sources and is (presumably) more
related to the perception of musical dissonance. We
used “GoldenEar” (Villegas and Cohen 2010), an adap-
tive tuning object intended to achieve minimal extrinsic
roughness. Adaptive tuning is a process by which pitches
are altered dynamically to favor a given aspect of music,
usually consonance of certain intervals.

2. GOLDENEAR
This Pure Data (Pd) patch (2009) extracts spectral com-
ponents of simultaneous sources and retunes each tone in
real-time to minimize predicted roughness.GoldenEar
source code, libraries for Mac OS and MS Windows,
documentation, and examples are available at (Villegas
2008).

Acknowledging the existence of several roughness mod-
els, we opted to use Vassilakis’ (2001) spectral model.
He proposes an expression that is fast to compute, with
results that resemble those of temporal models. This

model is easy to implement and the same information re-
quired to calculate roughness is needed for the reintona-
tion stage, optimizing overall realtime performance. For
Vassilakis, roughnessr of a sinusoid pair〈 f1,a1〉, 〈 f2,a2〉

with frequenciesfi and amplitudesai can be calculated
by the expression

r =
(a1a2)0.1

2

(

2min(a1,a2)
a1+a2

)3.11

(e−3.5F −e−5.75F), (2)

where
F = S(min( f1, f2)) | f1− f2| (3)

and

S( f ) =
0.24

0.0207f +18.96
. (4)

Following previous approaches (Plomp and Levelt 1965;
Sethares 1994), Vassilakis assumes that roughness of
complex tones is the accumulation of the contribution
of each possible pair of frequency components. Total
roughnessR for a set of complex tones, is estimated by

R=
n

∑

h=1

n
∑

i=1

p
∑

j=1

p
∑

k=1

r(〈ah j, fh j〉, 〈aik, fik〉), (5)

wheren is the number of tones,p is the number of fre-
quency components,©uv is the amplitudea or frequency
f of thevth frequency component of theuth tone, andr
is as defined in Equation2. Note that von Aures (1985a)
has shown that total roughness only equals the summa-
tion of each pairwise contribution if the constituent sinu-
soids excite different pitch analyzer filters in the basilar
membrane.

2.1. Modifications to Vassilakis’ model
Since we are not interested in changing source spectra,
we contract Equation 5 by excluding intrinsic roughness
contributions:

RE =

n−1
∑

h=1

n
∑

i=h+1

p
∑

j=1

p
∑

k=1

r(〈ah j, fh j〉, 〈aik, fik〉). (6)

This equation specifies that for each iteration, only pre-
dicted roughness from pairs of frequency components
belonging to different sources (h andi) is accumulated.

2.2. Vicinity
Without limits on the search for fundamental frequencies
(i.e., with progressively expanding search space), opti-
mal adjustments would degenerately be the unison of all
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the implementation.

tones, perhaps several octaves higher than the original
pitches. This is because unison is the least rough inter-
val for similar spectra, and as fundamental frequencies
increase, perceived roughness decreases. Furthermore, it
is desirable to preserve the ‘character’ of a given interval.
For instance, for harmonic spectra, minor thirds (m3) are
generally rougher than major thirds (M3), but familiarity
with these two intervals and their musical importance in-
hibit their mutual replacement, especially in the middle
and upper ranges of the audible spectrum.

According to Houtsma and Smurzynski (1990), the just
noticeable pitch difference (pitchjnd) is less than 0.5%
of the fundamental frequency of a complex tone contain-
ing harmonics below the 7th. This difference is around
8.3 cents for the most acute region of the human hearing
spectrum (Hartmann 1997). Other than the minor sev-
enth (m7) and the augmented fourth (aug4), discrepan-
cies between Twelve-Tone Equal-Temperament (12-tet)
and Just Intonation (ji) intervals are less than 16 cents as
shown in Table 1. A vicinity of±8 cents, centered at the
fundamental frequencies, is large enough to potentially
“purify” (to turn into pure intervals, that is, intervals ob-
serving small integer ratios) most 12-tet intervals with-
out converting them into a different one, for instance, a
12-tet m3 (300 cents) could be converted in a pure m3

(315.64 cents).

With the imposition of a vicinity, pitch drift (alteration
of the original reference frequency) is not prevented but
tethered. Therefore, special care must be taken in per-
formance if pitch drift inhibition is desired. There is no
consensus in this matter: although pitch drift in large
amounts is noticeable and generally prevented, small
amounts are necessary in practice to achieve perfect in-
tervals.

2.3. Prototype overview
We created a Pd patch based on Eq. 6 to reduce extrinsic
roughness. The realtime prototype can be described con-
ceptually as comprising the three stages shown in Fig-
ure 1.

2.3.1. Component extraction
Sigmund˜ outputs a pitch value and list of frequency

start

pd;
load_files

<-click_here_to_start

catch~ pp

pd;
output

Roughness 
minimization

pd;
c2freq

sigmund~

shifter~
pd;
pitch adjustment

goldenEar 4 8 16

end

1

threshold

pd;
component extraction

90 gain

Fig. 2: Patch used for stimuli generation. Thick lines
connect audio objects, and thin lines everything else.

components ordered by amplitude. This analysis is per-
formed whenever a new tone is recognized. With a sam-
pling frequency of 48 kHz and an analysis window of
2048 samples, pitches starting a little above G2 are sup-
posed to be correctly analyzed.

2.3.2. Roughness minimization ( GoldenEar)
GoldenEar can be launched with up to three arguments:
number of sound sources (four, in Figure 2), half the
vicinity (8 cents, in the same figure), and number of
spectral components considered in the analysis (16, in
the same figure). Its leftmost inlet receives an amplitude
threshold that can be set to compensate for background
noise in live situations, etc.GoldenEar only processes
each arriving tone if its pitch differs from the previous
tone by more than half the size of the vicinity.

2.3.3. Pitch adjustment
A Pitch-Synchronous Overlap and Add (psola) object

called ‘shifter˜’ is preferred to adjust pitch. This
formant-friendly object was ported from Jehan’s (2008)
eponymous Max/msp object. Psola (Bunnell 2006)
works by extracting, from an audio signal pitch win-
dowed elementary waveforms centered on period onsets.
To reconstruct a signal, these pitch, periods are over-
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Table 1: Differences between 12-tet andji intervals in cents. Ji specifies pure intervals for the tonic.

uni. m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 aug4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 8ve

12-tet 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200
ji 0 111.7 203.9 315.6 386.3 498.0 582.6 702 813.7 884.4 986.8 1088.3 1200

lapped and added. Decrements and increments in the
temporal spacing produce respectively higher and lower
pitch versions of the original signal.Shifter˜ for Pd
can be downloaded from (Villegas 2008).

3. PREVIOUS WORK
The literature is rich with studies relating sensory at-
tributes of sound, tuning, and musical consonance to
preference decisions. Besides the roughness models pro-
posed by von Aures (1985a), Daniel and Weber (1997),
and Fastl and Zwicker (2007), there are many others, in-
cluding those proposed by von Helmholtz (1954), Plomp
and Levelt (1965), Kameoka and Kuriyagawa (1969),
Hutchinson and Knopoff (1978), Parncutt (1989), Press-
nitzer (1998), and Sethares (2005). Some of these stud-
ies have also addressed the relationship between musical
consonance and roughness, especially Plomp and Levelt
(1965), who tried to answer why consonance is related
to simple frequency ratios. Zimmer et al. (2004) focused
on preference ratings of environmental sounds, Fastl and
Zwicker (2007) on preference of harmonic vs. slightly
inharmonic spectra. Bigand et al. (1996) studied musical
tension ratings in short chord sequences, and Vos (1988)
the acceptability of various twelve-tone tuning systems.
Because of the similarities with our work, we summarize
Vos’ findings.

Vos studied subjective acceptability of various regular
twelve-tone tuning systems in two-part musical frag-
ments for musically trained participants. Tuning sys-
tems producing deviations between 0 and−5.4 cents in
the tuning of a fifth were found to be most preferred.
Vos also found that acceptability is higher when beats
are avoided, or fragments are shorter. (We do not know
whether his findings are particular to musicians or not.)

In Vos’ experiment, beats were avoided by eliminating
the even harmonics of a sound. Unfortunately, such a
mechanism also alters intrinsic roughness, so it is not
possible to determine whether preference ratings were
modulated by this timbre change.

A similar problem is observed in the duration effect. Vos
hypothesized that by increasing the reproduction speed,

prominence of beats is diminished. However, subjects
might only be selecting faster performances. We de-
signed an experiment to address these issues.

4. METHOD
We focused on preference decisions among music frag-
ments reproduced with the same spectra but with differ-
ent intonation systems. We also investigated whether or
not these inclinations change between listening to iso-
lated chords and listening to short chord sequences.

4.1. Participants
There were 17 male and four female volunteer partici-
pants (seven from Japan, four from China,two from Ko-
rea, two from the US, and one each from Hungary, Ger-
many, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Brazil, and India). Their
mean age was 27 years (σ= 6.2). All claimed not to have
perfect pitch, and to have normal hearing. None was a
professional musician (but five participants disclosed to
have had some musical training).

4.2. Apparatus
Samples were displayed through stereo Panasonic RP-
HT242 headphones at a comfortable loudness level, not
modified between participants. To administer a ques-
tionnaire, we customized the Web Survey Tool (Powers
2008).

4.3. Stimuli
Six different four-voice stimuli (shown in Figures 3, 4, 5,
and 6) were additively synthesized without reverberation
or any other sound effect in Pd: excerpts of a Bach choral
(B), a Chopin prelude (C), a whole tone scale composi-
tion (W), and isolated chords (G, Em6, and E♭). Each
stimulus was rendered in three different ways: 12-tet,
ji referenced from G3, and by usingGoldenEar (ge).
Table 1 summarizes the differences between 12-tet and
ji.

The spectrum used for stimuli B, C, G, and Em6 was har-
monic; for stimuli W and E♭, the spectrum was stretched,
as illustrated in Table 2.

Musical fragments were selected with the intention that
these excerpts accentuated the differences between 12-
tet and ji, and were complete short musical phrases.
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Fig. 3: Stimulus ‘B’: Bach Choral BWV 264
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Fig. 4: Stimulus ‘C’: Chopin Prelude Op. 28 No. 4
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Fig. 5: Stimulus ‘W’: Whole tones stimulus
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Fig. 6: Stimuli ‘G’, ‘Em6’, and ‘E♭’: Isolated chords.

The Bach choral excerpt (along with the single G chord)
is best suited forji. This fragment presents no key mod-
ulations that could cause pitch drift. The Chopin prelude
fragment includes a minor sixth in the second bar (the
Em6 stimulus), one of the intervals with the greatest ra-
tio discrepancy between 12-tet and ji. This excerpt is
very chromatic, potentially causing pitch drift, and fa-
voring in principle, the 12-tet rendition. Stimuli W and
E♭ were written in a whole tone scale using an inhar-
monic timbre, making it indifferent to being reproduced
with ji or 12-tet. The purpose of this last sample was to
test whether predicted roughness differences could jus-
tify participants’ selection in cases where traditional tun-
ings were no longer relevant.

Table 2: Component interval ratios and amplitudes in dB
for the harmonic spectra and inharmonic spectrum used
in the stimuli generation.

Harmonic Inharmonic

Ratio Amp. Ratio Amp.
1 0. 1 0
2 −2.65 1.62 −4.29
3 −3.26 3.236 −10.46
4 −4.1 4.85 −13.98
5 −3.88 6.47 −16.5
6 −4.28 8.1 −18.4
7 −6.0 9.71 −20.
8 −15.39 11.33 −21.94
9 −21. 12.94 −23.1

10 −26.38 14.56 −24.4
11 −29.90 16.18 −25.
12 −32.04 N/A N/A
13 −35.39 N/A N/A
14 −40. N/A N/A
15 −44.44 N/A N/A
16 −54. N/A N/A

Stimuli were stored as monauralwav files (sampled at
48 kHz and amplitude resolution of 32 bits), amplitude
(peak) normalized to the same level within the same
group of renditions. They can be downloaded from (Vi-
llegas 2008).

4.4. Procedure
Pairs comprising renditions of the same musical content
but with different intonation were presented to partici-
pants. They were instructed to select a rendition in a “two
alternative, forced-choice” procedure.

The two stimuli in each trial were separated by a com-
bination of silence, pink noise, silence (250,500,250ms
and 250,250,250ms for sequences and isolated chords,
respectively). In the case of isolated chords, additional
250 ms of silence were presented before each pair. Trial
sequences between participants were randomized, and
the two possible permutations within each pair were pre-
sented twice, for a total of 72 trials. Participants were
allowed to listen to each trial only once.

5. RESULTS
The mean roughness value for each stimulus is pre-
sented in Figures 7a and 7b. These values were com-
puted with the Spectral and Roughness Analysis soft-
ware (sra) (Vassilakis 2006; Vassilakis and Fitz 2008)
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and the PsySound3 (Cabrera et al. 2009) implementation
of the Daniel and Weber (1997) model. No mean sharp-
ness differences greater than±0.01 acums were found
between stimuli within the same pair. Pedrielli et al.
(2008) found the sharpnessjnd to be 0.04 acum. Statis-
tical analysis was performed using the Wickelmaier and
Schmid (2004)R routines for Bradley-Terry-Luce analy-
sis (Bradley 1955).

5.1. Bradley-Terry-Luce Analysis ( btl)
Standard statistical methods assume continuous vari-
ables, which have inherently ordered levels. Categories
are (usually) unordered, so such standard methods can
not always be applied to analysis of discrete entities.
“Elimination by Aspects” (eba) methods ease the find-
ing of interesting multifactor associations which cannot
be expressed in two-factor form.
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Fig. 7: Averages of temporal roughness profiles for each
stimulus

Btl is a specialization ofeba methodology to analyze
categorical data having multiple dependencies in several

Table 3: Btl parameters and goodness of fit tests for the
different cases. Thebtl model should be rejected if the
p-value is less than a significance level of 10%, instead
of the conventional 5% (Wickelmaier and Schmid 2004).

ji et ge χ2 df p-value

Bach 0.180 0.436 0.369 0.040 1 0.841
Chopin 0.257 0.389 0.348 0.060 1 0.806
W 0.374 0.294 0.324 0.142 1 0.706
G 0.202 0.389 0.396 0.018 1 0.892
Em6 0.339 0.350 0.313 0.016 1 0.900
E♭ 0.295 0.368 0.346 0.786 1 0.375

dimensions simultaneously but with each category hav-
ing unique characteristics. Since participants were asked
to choose between pairs of the same Duration–Music fac-
tors (as opposed to an all-factorial comparison), we dis-
tributed thebtl analysis across those groups as well. The
result of such analysis is presented in Table 3.

Btl models are sensitive to ordinal inconsistencies (the
cyclic ordering encountered ifa is more preferred tob, b
to c, andc to a). We examined the data for such stochas-
tic transitivities, finding only violations for the inhar-
monic music group (W and E♭). The obtained preference
values are presented in Figure 8.

5.2. Bootstrapping Analysis
Bootstrapping analysis (Chernick 2008) allows the esti-
mation of a preference mean and standard deviation for
each intonation, as if the experiment had been run several
times with different participants. To corroboratebtl re-
sults, we performed a bootstrap analysis, resampling the
individual data matrices 1,000 times. The values ob-
tained with this method as well as their confidence inter-
vals (cis) are also shown in Figure 8. Analyses of vari-
ance for the bootstrap procedures are not shown here, but
their p-values were all less than.001.

6. DISCUSSION
Ge and 12-tet cis overlap in most cases. Additional
overlapping betweenji cis and other conditions is no-
ticeable with exception of the Bach fragment and the G
chord. These overlaps suggest that participants found it
difficult to distinguish among the three renditions.

In some cases, the lack of significant difference between
the preference values could be due to small roughness
values. According to Fastl and Zwicker (2007), the
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roughness threshold of perception is about 0.07 aspers
for the most sensitive region (1 kHz). The values re-
ported by PsySound3 indicate that mean roughness of the
‘Whole tones’ stimulus is about 0.03 aspers for all rendi-
tions. The two statistical analyses show that regardless of
the length (i.e., fragment or single chord), the confidence
intervals for the three renditions overlap.

Although in the Chopin fragment case,ji and 12-tet cis
do not overlap, they are contiguous in both analyses, so
we conservatively assumed that there was not evidence of
significant differences between these conditions either.

We believe that there was no significant difference be-
tweenji and 12-tet renditions on the Bach choral and
the G chord, since both analyses showcis that do not
overlap. However, it is not possible to conclude whether
the G chord rendered withge was more preferred than
ji, since the two analyses disagree on its relative value.
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Fig. 9: Correlation between preference and roughness
predictions.

We found a positive correlation between roughness cal-

Table 4: Mean predicted roughness of fully crossed com-
binations of Bach choral voices: Soprano (S ), Alto (A ),
Tenor (T ), and Bass (B). Each pair was peak normal-
ized to−7 dB.

PsySound3 (in aspers) sra (n/a)
combination 12-tet ji 12-tet ji

A –S 0.08 0.09 15.99 101.58
T –S 0.07 0.07 10.81 123.15
T –A 0.11 0.1 15.48 100.43
B–S 0.23 0.18 11.01 103.46
B–A 0.22 0.28 13.20 89.26
B–T 0.34 0.36 16.15 124.11

culated withsra and preference. In contrast, the cor-
relation between roughness calculated with PsySound3
and preference values is negative. Both implementations
claim to be very sensitive to onsets, but this sensitivity
does not explain the disparity of their predictions.

Preference correlation withsra values is somewhat in
agreement with musical theory: for harmonic spectra, it
is believed thatji intervals are more consonant than 12-
tet intervals, however,ji renditions were the least pre-
ferred. Correlation between preference and PsySound3
values poses an apparent contradiction with music the-
ory: less rough renditions (12-tet, not ji) were most
preferred. We are not equating psychoacoustic rough-
ness with musical dissonance, but suppose that if every
other factor were the same, and roughness were one con-
tributor to musical dissonance, both phenomena should
manifest similarly.

To understand the underlying causes of such inconsisten-
cies, we calculated the mean roughness of each combi-
nation of voices in the Bach choral, as shown in Table 4.
Pairs in Table 4 were peak normalized at−7 dB prior to
roughness computation, so the table entries are greater
than the ensemble values presented in Figures 7a and 7b.

Figure 7b shows that the four-voice ensemble produces a
larger predicted roughness when usinget. In contrast,
Table 4 shows that each of theji renditions is rougher
than its counterpart when calculated withsra. We would
have expected the opposite, considering that composite
roughness is the sum of each pair of contributions in Vas-
silakis’ model, and we would not have expected that such
reversals were on average an order of magnitude greater.
In other words, despite the roughness differences intro-
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duced by the−7 dB normalization, we would have ex-
pected to find 12-tet renditions rougher thanji. Such
inconsistencies led us to prefer PsySound3 predictions,
which behaved according to the previous calculations.
Although for some pairs 12-tet renditions were rougher,
they were not too dissimilar.

Referring to PsySound3 predictions in Table 4, the great-
est measured roughness values correspond to interac-
tions containing low pitches. Presumably, this is be-
cause lower pitches have a greater number of interfer-
ences among overtones. Component amplitudes of the
harmonic spectrum used in our experiment decreased
with frequency, resembling the behavior of real musical
sound spectra.
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Fig. 10: Roughness values predicted for intervals from
C3 every 10 cents. The harmonic spectrum presented in
Table 2 was used in the computation.

Considering that a 12-tetM3 (400 cents) is greater than
a ji M3 (386.3cents), and that roughness contributions

of higher overtones are small due to their low amplitude
in ordinary timbres, 12-tet M3s are in fact less rough
than ji M3s for complex tones. Strictly speaking, the
most numerous intervals between bass and tenor voices
in the Bach fragment are not M3s but M10s. However,
M3s occur among low harmonics. We replace the tenor
voiceT by an octave-lowered version of the alto voice
A and recalculate the roughness for this interaction. In
this case, octave intervals are the same for both tunings,
and simultaneous notes occur between the bass (B) B
and the tenor (T ) G (B–G) and theB D and theT G
(D–G). B–G is larger inji by 13.7 cents and occurs twice
in the fragment. D–G is larger in 12-tet by 1.96 cents
and occurs only once. We found that the overall mea-
sured roughness of both renditions increased, and that
the12-tet renditions were rougher than theji rendition
(0.8 and 0.74 aspers respectively). In this case, inter-
vals between the two voices were smaller and the coin-
cidence of overtones more prominent. In summary, we
believe that intonation of intervals between low pitches
can significantly alter roughness: in general, the larger
the interval, the less rough its perception. Figures 10a
and 10b present a plot of roughness values measured ev-
ery 10 cents from C3.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We found that when musical renditions are differentiable,
measured roughness is inversely correlated to preference
judgements of musically naive participants. Ge rendi-
tions, which have tones deviating±5 cents from their
equivalent 12-tet pitch, were found difficult to distin-
guish from 12-tet renditions.

A way to increase the differentiability of ge and 12-
tet renditions is to increasegoldenEar’s vicinity. In
this study, a vicinity of±5 cents was specified following
Vos’ example. We found evidence suggesting that partic-
ipants were unable to differentiatege from 12-tet ren-
ditions, so we speculate that timbre changes in Vos’ ex-
periment could have helped in such differentiation.

We compared the results of two roughness implementa-
tions, finding that PsySound3 is more reliable thansra.
The 12-tet rendition of the Bach choral was found to
be more preferred and less rough on the average. We hy-
pothesize that this is due to the amplitude spectrum of the
sound used, and because for the most common intervals
between the lowest tones of the choral, 12-tet intervals
are larger thanji intervals.

Although subjects were from diverse cultural back-
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grounds, it is impossible to determine with the methods
used whether preference ratings are a product of a psy-
choacoustic factor solely, or influenced by cognitive or
affective factors (e.g., tuning familiarity acquired by ex-
tensive exposure to 12-tet).
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